WMed Clinics Receive 2015 BCBSM Patient-Centered Medical Home Designation
All primary care clinics at WMed are now recognized by Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan (BCBSM) as a designated Patient-Centered Medical Home (PCMH). Read More...

CLEAR Video Receives Two National Awards; New Simulation Center Video
WMed is proud to announce that it has received national recognition for its CLEAR video, which provides a visual overview of the medical school's medical student curriculum. The video first ... Read More...

Leslie Johnson Named MAME Executive Director
Leslie Johnson, manager of WMed's Office of the Dean, has been appointed executive director for the Michigan Association of Medical Examiners (MAME), assuming all responsibilities for association administration, management, membership, ... Read More...

Building a Team-Based Organization
The WMed medical education program recognizes that physicians of the 21st century will work in teams with other health care professionals. To meet that vision, WMed provides our students ... Read More...
Medical Student Nick Beam Featured on AAMC "Aspiring Docs"
Second-year WMed medical student Nick Beam is featured on the Association of American Medical Colleges Aspiring Docs website. The Aspiring Docs program seeks to provide inspiration and resources to assist students considering a career in medicine. Read More...

Medical Students Participate with EASEL Summer Science Program
WMed's second year medical students served as instructors to introduce area elementary students to medicine. Read More...